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INTEGRATED MEDIA PLANNER™

INTEGRATED MEDIA PLANNER™

Ideate. Enrich. Deliver. Measure.
Plan and track the lifecycle of multi-channel content across your enterprise.

PITCH MANAGEMENT
Create a centralized repository of ideas: projects, 
stories, all things content. Everybody participates.

STATUS WATCH
See at a glance what projects have tasks due today, 
which are on schedule and which are running late.

PROJECTS
Easily associate your content with one or more 
projects across multiple channels and media. 

SCHEDULE VIEWS
Use the Gantt charts view to see how projects 
of different types intersect on the calendar.

IMP FOR  

EDITORIAL
• Manage the full lifecycle of 

content processes; use IMP 
standalone or in concert with 
existing systems

• Create a unified calendar across 
brands, departments, channels 
and media 

• Track assignments, resource 
loads and time spent; produce 
accessible reports to measure 
progress and results

IMP FOR  

MARKETING
• Map deliverables to complex, 

integrated campaigns; track 
schedules and progress of all 
deliverables across departments 
and media

• Determine ROI: track production 
costs against revenue

• For agencies: quickly create 
more accurate cost estimates  
for proposals

IMP FOR  

WEB TEAMS
• Plan content development:  

Create and share line-ups that  
are visible across the organization 
in advance of go-live

• Create a master calendar: 
coordinate go-live dates 
across departments

• Coordinate web publishing 
activity: associate task lists 
and track assignments for staff 
and freelancers



INTEGRATED MEDIA PLANNER™

Manage Your Content Lifecycle

CAPTURE IDEAS
Put simply, ideas are money. Protect your 
investment in intellectual capital by actively 

managing pitches across brands, media  
and projects.

TURN IDEAS INTO ASSETS
Don’t leave good ideas on the cutting room  

floor. Nurture and curate your pitches. Gather 
insight from others’ feedback as a pitch 

evolves. Promote approved pitches to 
content projects and associate them  

with print, digital, social, web and 
broadcast channels.

PLAN, BUDGET, SCHEDULE
Create and share project schedules. Link tasks 
to in-house staff. Manage freelance contracts, 

assignments and payment info that gets sent  
to accounting. Track budgets against spend.

ACCELERATE THE WORKFLOW
Manage tasks, deadlines, and workflow progress with 

calendar and status dashboards linked to project details. 
Leverage APIs to connect IMP into your existing DAM or 

collaboration system.

REPORT, ANALYZE, TUNE
Use built-in reports to help you understand 
and tune your content processes. Review 

real-time activity summaries, project statuses, 
freelance spending and production loads so 

you can watch the KPIs that matter. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT  
Create and share schedules with  
user-controlled view filters; track 
progress with traffic-light indicators 
and Gantt charts.

CONTENT PLANNING  
Build line-ups and get story-level 
tracking with customizable metadata 
across all selected delivery platforms.

ASSIGNMENT TRACKING  
Track time and effort for cost accounting 
and resource planning. Filter assignment 
views by job role, assignee, department 
or start/end dates. 

INVOICE CONTROL  
Manage freelance/contract 
assignments and payments. 
Streamline submission and approval 
of invoices by linking to back-end 
financial systems. 

REPORTING  
Use IMP’s real-time reports to make 
informed decisions about resource 
allocation and to monitor costs 
against budgets.

INTEGRATION  
Use APIs to plug into existing DAM 
systems, authoring tools or content-
management systems.

The creative process can be chaotic. Publishing requires putting structure 
around that chaos without diminishing its brilliance.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS


